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KINETICS OF GENERATION, RELAXATION, AND
ACCUMULATION OF ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS UNDER
TWO-PHOTON INTERBAND PICOSECOND ABSORPTION
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Under two-photon 523:5 nm interband pi ose ond laser ex itation, we measured the kineti s of indu ed absorption in PbWO4 , ZnWO4 , and PbMoO4 rystals with 532 to 633 nm ontinuous probe radiation. We obtained
real-time information about the dynami s of the generation, relaxation, and a umulations of ele troni ex itations over a wide time range (from pi ose onds to hundreds of se onds) and the 77300 K temperature range.
For the studied rystals, exponential temperature-independent growth of the indu ed absorption (IA) with 60 ns
rise time ree ts the dynami s of the generation of ele troni ex itation. The kineti s of the IA exponential
growth with temperature-dependent 3:511s time onstants ree t the dynami s of energy migration between
neighboring tungstate (molibdate) ions to traps for the studied rystals. The multiexponential relaxation absorption kineti s strongly depend on temperature, and the relaxation de ay time of indu ed absorption in reased
from tens to hundreds of ms to se onds under rystal ooling from 300 K to 77 K. We found that the in rease
in the laser pump repetition rate (010 Hz) leads to the a umulation of ele troni ex itations. Control of the
repetition rate and the number of ex itations allowed us to hange the relaxation time of the indu ed absorption
by more than two orders of magnitude. Due to a umulation of ex itations at 77 K, the absorption relaxation
time an ex eed 100 s for PbWO4 and PbMoO4 rystals. In the initially transparent rystals, two-photon
interband absorption (2PA) leads to rystals opa ity at the 523 and 633 nm wavelengths. (An inverse opti al
transmission of the rystals ex eeds 5055 at a 50100 GW/ m2 pump intensity.) Measured at  1 mW probe
radiation of 532 and 633 nm wavelengths, the indu ed absorption values are omparable with those obtained
under two-photon absorption at  5 kW pump power. An opti al 2PA shutter for the visible spe tral range is
proposed with a variable shutting time from hundreds of mi rose onds to tens of se onds.

DOI: 10.7868/S0044451013080026
1. INTRODUCTION

Pro esses on erning the generation and relaxation
of ele troni ex itations in inorgani [1℄ and organi [2℄
media are of parti ular interest. Methods of laser spe tros opy are widely used for investigations of basi
properties of materials and intera tion of light with
matter. In this respe t, the nonlinear two-photon absorption (2PA) te hnique attra ts attention due to a
number of unique properties. The 2PA te hnique is appli able to ontrolling the energy, time, spe tral, and
spatial parameters of laser radiation [3℄. In addition,
* E-mail:
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the 2PA te hnique allows in reasing the spatial resolution in laser mi rostru turing of materials and miros opy. The list of 2PA appli ations an be signiantly extended [2℄.
Two-photon nonlinear spe tros opy an provide
new information that is ina essible by traditional onephoton spe tros opy [4; 5℄. The use of the 2PA te hnique is advantageous, in parti ular, for ex itation of
ele troni states in the ondu tion band of materials.
For one-photon ex itation in a nontransparent spe tral
range of the ondu tion band, large nonradiative losses
do not allow obtaining bulk homogeneous ex itation of
a sample [6℄. In the ase of interband 2PA, the energy
of one of the ex itation photons an orrespond to the
transparen y region of the material. In this ase, sele tive laser ex itation of levels under 2PA an allow di235
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re t examination of lumines en e and absorption from
the interior of a bulk sample. The dieren e between
the sele tion rules for one- and two-photon ex itation
pro esses provides additional apabilities. The measurement of the 2PA oe ients and ross se tions are
of independent interest.
The opti al properties of oxide tungstate and molibdate rystals are of urrent interest be ause of the use of
these rystals in s intillation dete tor of ionizing radiation [1℄, in addition to their promising use as nonlinear
opti al materials, e. g., as shifters of a laser radiation
frequen y via stimulated Raman s attering (SRS) [7; 8℄.
Appli ations of the rystals require knowledge of the
s intillation response rate. As a rule, this rate is measured using methods of the one-photon ores en e spe tros opy. However, a sear h of new methods for investigations of the dynami s of generation and relaxation
of ele troni ex itations is important. In [9℄, we demonstrated a method to analyze the dynami s of interband
2PA in tungstate rystals ex ited by a sequen e of piose ond laser pulses of variable intensity while under
ontinuous probe radiation. We measured the 2PA oe ients for several tungstates and molibdates and analyzed the ompetition between 2PA and SRS [10; 11℄.
In this paper, we investigate the real-time kineti s
of the generation and relaxation of ele troni ex itations under interband pi ose ond 2PA and indu ed absorption (IA) from ex ited levels in PbWO4 (PWO),
PbMoO4 (PMO), and ZnWO4 (ZWO) rystals. The
use of 532 to 633 nm ontinuous probe radiation allows
obtaining real-time information about the dynami s of
the generation, relaxation, and a umulations of ele troni ex itations over a wide time range (from pi ose onds to hundreds of se onds) and the 77300 K temperature range. We demonstrate an ee t of a umulation
of ex itations by varying the laser pumping rate and
the sample temperature. We show a possibility of an
opti al shutter reation with a variable shutting time
from hundreds of mi rose onds to tens of se onds.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

The experimental setup shown in [10℄ was modied for this work. The rystals were ex ited by
523.5 nm trains of transform-limited 20 ps pulses of
the se ond harmoni of a passively mode-lo ked and
Q-swit hed Nd:YLiF4 laser [12℄. The edge of the absorption band varied from 330 nm in (PWO) to 400 nm
in (PMO) [10℄. The pump photon energy, h , orresponds to the transparen y region of the rystals and
the ondition h < Eg < 2h = 4:74 eV is satised
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for the two-photon interband absorption. The linearly
polarized single-mode laser 523.5 nm radiation was foused on the 0.53 m long rystal under study to a
spot with a beam waist radius of about 26m by a
lens with a fo al length of 112 mm. (The Gaussian
beam prole of the pump laser radiation was measured
with a sili on CCD amera.) Radiation before and after the rystal was dire ted onto fast Ge or Si photodiodes. The signals were analyzed with a Tektronix DPO
4104 digital os illos ope with an ampli ation band of
1 GHz, whi h determined the time resolution of the
re ording system. For dire t measurement of IA kineti s, 1 mW of a ontinuous wave ( w) probe, at either
632.8 nm from a HeNe laser or 532 nm from a frequen y doubled Nd laser, was introdu ed to the rystal
ollinearly to the pi ose ond pumping radiation. The
output probe radiation after a rystal and dira tion
grating was dire ted to the Si (Ge) photodiode or to
a photomultiplier tube (PMT-136) with the resolution
time 7 ns. As a rule, an os illos ope tra e was measured in one laser burst. Be ause of this, we were able
to substantially de rease the ee t of a geometri al fa tor on the measurement a ura y as ompared to the
use of single pulse for the ex itation followed by signal
a umulation and averaging with many laser bursts.
Figure 1a shows the dependen e of the output pulse
intensity I on the input pulse intensity I0 for one of the
two orthogonal linear dire tions of the 523.5 nm ex itation polarization with respe t to the rystallographi
axes of an 18 mm long ZWO rystal. This dependen e
was obtained by measuring the amplitudes of the orresponding pulses of the train (Fig. 2a) in os illos ope
tra es re orded at the input and output of the rystal.
Here, the arrow dire tions indi ate a sequential in rease
or de rease in the pulse intensity when passing from
the rst to the se ond half of a train. The essential
in rease in the input value I0 was limited by opti al
breakdown in the rystal. (For the ZWO and PWO
rystals, damage was observed at I0 > 100 GW/ m2 ,
and for PMO, at I0 < 10 GW/ m2 .) Figure 1b shows
the ratio of the radiation intensities at the input and
output of the rystal, 1=T = I0 =I , as a fun tion of
I0 . Using the linear part of the inverse transmission (1=T ) dependen e in the initial stage, we determined the 2PA oe ients [10; 11℄. The 2PA oeient measured for ZWO is equal to = 1:1 m/GW.
(For orthogonal linear dire tions of the ex itation polarization,
= 0:7 m/GW.) For PWO and PMO,
= 2:00.8 m/GW and = 2:40.9 m/GW, respe tively. The rystals are promising for their use as limiters of laser intensity. Due to 2PA, the output intensity for ZWO is limited at the level
1:85 GW/ m2
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(Fig. 1a). (From a al ulation, the I0 -independent limiting intensity is Imax = 1= L = 1:9 GW/ m2 .) For
a 30 mm long PWO and a 6 mm long PMO, the laser
pulse intensity is strongly limited due to 2PA at the
respe tive level 23 GW/ m2 and 0.71 GW/ m2 .
As the intensity of the pump pulses from the se ond
half of the train de reased, the inverse transmission exhibited hysteresis for all rystals. Under 2PA with two
523.5 nm photons, a rystal simultaneously absorbs a
third 523.5 nm probe photon from an ex ited state to
another state. Be ause the ex itation time of the latter
ex eeds the pump train duration of 200 ns, hystere-
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sis is seen in Fig. 1. Using pi ose ond pulsed pumping,
we were unable to analyze the kineti s of IA from the
ex ited levels over a wide time range. To a omplish
this and investigate the omplete dynami s of the ex itation and relaxation pro ess, we used ontinuous wave
probe radiation.
Figures 2a and 3a show trains of laser pumping at
523.5 nm. Measured at 300 K, the IA (inverse transmission) kineti s are shown for a probe wavelength
of 532 nm in PMO (Fig. 2) and a probe wavelength
of 633 nm in PWO (Fig. 3). The kineti s for the
probe wavelengths pr = 633 and 532 nm were similar for ea h rystal. All the kineti s exhibited a fast
exponential stage of in rease in the absorption with a
60 ns rise time (Figs. 2a and 3a). An absorption
de rease stage followed the exponential in rease in absorption for PMO (Fig. 2b) and PWO (Fig. 3b). This
stage was absent for the ZWO rystal. The time duration of this stage, l , depended on the pumping intensity I0 . For PMO, I0 was limited to a maximum of
7 GW/ m2 by rystal damage and at this intensity,
l was 560 ns. For PWO, as I0 in reased from 10
to 100 GW/ m2 , l in reased from 0:6 s to several
s. After the absorption de rease stage, exponential
absorption growth o urred in PMO (Fig. 2b) with the
rise time r2 = 8:511:5 s (pr = 532 nm) and 910 s
(pr = 633 nm). For ZWO, the rise time of the orresponding absorption was r2 = 3:54 and 3 s for
the green and red probe wavelengths, respe tively. (A
s atter in r2 values for both probe wavelengths o urred due to the linearly polarized ex itation of the
two opti al axes of the rystals.) The absorption rise
in this stage for PWO is not pronoun ed (Fig. 3b). After maximization of the absorption, a multiexponential
relaxation was found to o ur (Figs. 2 and 3 ). The
exponential de ay onstants at the kineti s tail are varied for pr = 532 and 633 nm: 120180 ms (PMO),
110230 ms (PWO), and 220370 ms (ZWO).
We ompared the absorption e ien ies of 2PA and
IA from the ex ited state. Be ause of 2PA in PMO, the
measured inverse transmission value 1=T was found to
be 2.12.9 for the ex itation intensity I0 = 1 GW/ m2
(with the peak pulse power P = 5:3 kW). Measured at
1 mW w probe radiation of 532 and 633 nm wavelengths, the values 1=T 2:02.5 are omparable with
those obtained under 2PA at a 5.3 kW power. (We do
not give the exa t 1=T values for the probe wavelengths
pr be ause proles of the pump and probe beams were
not ideally mat hed along the total intera tion length.)
The observed IA from ex ited ele troni levels by
2PA is apparently onne ted with the ex itation of
rystal defe t (trap) levels. Ex itation of the energy
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Fig. 3. a,b) Os illos ope tra e of a 523:5 nm pumping
pulse train and kineti s growth, ) relaxation of indu ed
absorption measured at 300 K in a PbWO4 rystal under pr = 633 nm ontinuous wave probe radiation



levels of traps was found in the lumines en e study of
tungstate and molybdate rystals by one-photon UV
ex itation [5; 6; 1316℄. It was shown in these works
that at low temperatures, a blue ( 420 nm, PWO) and
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green ( 520 nm, PMO) lumines en e orresponded
to the ex itation of WO24 and MoO24 mole ular ions,
while the longer wavelength lumines en e (up to red for
PMO) was onne ted with the ex itation of the rystals
defe ts. The ex itation lumines en e spe tra for these
rystals extended to more than 5 eV [5; 6; 14; 15℄. The
two-photon 4.74 eV ex itation energy in our ase leads
to the ex itation of the WO24 and MoO24 mole ular
ions.
A onspi uous IA in rease (Figs. 2a and 3a) was
found to arise with a 3050 ns time delay relative
to the initial pulses of a train having the intensity
I0 = 0:055 GW/ m2 . For this intensity range, 2PA
leads to a linear dependen e of the inverse transmission
on I0 . For I0 > 25 GW/ m2 , IA leads to a departure from the linear 1=T dependen e and to hysteresis
(Fig. 1). But when ontinuous wave probe radiation
is used, we an on lude that after 2PA and ex itation of the mole ular WO24 (MoO24 ) ion levels, the
number of dire tly ex ited traps is negligible. The indire t ex itation of trap levels is possible due to nonradiative energy migration from the mole ular WO24
(MoO42 ) ions. The energy transfer between the mole ular WO24 ions was studied in [17; 18℄ for the CaWO4
rystal. In [18℄, the authors presented a model based
on a Frenkel ex iton in the WO24 omplex with a subsequent resonant energy transfer between neighboring
tungstate ions to traps. After the two-photon ex itation of the ion and its relaxation to the lowest vibrational level of that state by vibrational relaxation on a
short time s ale (ps or less), energy migration to the
traps o urs in the relaxed ex ited state. We therefore
suggest that the kineti s in Figs. 2 and 3 ree t the
dynami s of energy migration from ex ited ions to the
traps. The relatively large absorption relaxation times
are determined by the radiative and nonradiative relaxation from the trap levels to the ground state.
Figures 4 and 5 show the IA kineti s measured at
the rystals ooling from 300 K to 77 K. We note that
the hara teristi absorption de rease stage at 300 K
(Figs. 2b and 3b) is absent at 77 K. Similarly to what
was found at 300 K, the IA in rease, whi h is onne ted to the pro ess of generating ele troni ex itation, is seen in the fast nanose ond time s ale (Figs. 4a
and 5a). For all the rystals studied, in the rst stage,
the indu ed absorption is exponential with a
60 ns
rise time that is independent of the temperature from
77 to 300 K. We note that the front of the envelope of
the pumping pi ose ond pulse train (Figs. 2a and 3a)
also in reases exponentially. We suggest that the rate
of generation of ele troni ex itations is related to the
time derivative of the pi ose ond pump train envelope.
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Fig. 4. a,b) Os illos ope tra e of a 523:5 nm pumping
pulse train and kineti s growth, ) relaxation of indu ed
absorption measured at 77 K in a PbMoO4 rystal under pr = 633 nm ontinuous wave probe radiation

The kineti s of the IA in rease in the mi rose ond
time range (Figs. 4b and 5b at 77 K and Figs. 2b and 3b
at 300 K) orrespond to the pro ess of energy migration between neighboring tungstate (molibdate) ions to
traps. The rystal ooling from 300 K to 77 K leads
to an approximately two-fold de rease in the IA rise
time, to 3:6 s for PMO and to 7:1 s for PWO. We
239
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Fig. 6. a) Kineti s of indu ed absorption in the rystal PbWO4 measured at a 0:5 Hz laser pumping with
the repetition rate 523:5 nm (77 K, pr = 633 nm),
b) kineti s of indu ed absorption in the rystal PbWO4
measured at 77 K after repeated laser pumping at 3 Hz
and ex itation a umulation. The kineti s at the indu ed absorption in rease stage is shown in the inset
on an expanded time s ale
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Fig. 5.

note that treating the ex itation migration as a diusion pro ess, the authors of [18℄ showed that the rate
of energy transfer to the traps approa hes a onstant
value above 100 K. Under rystal ooling from 300 K to

77 K, an essential hange in the absorption relaxation
kineti s is observed (Figs. 4 and 5 ), with the de ay
time of IA being in reased many times, from tens to
hundreds of ms to se onds. A signi ant in rease in
the IA relaxation time is obviously aused by population of the low trap levels.
An in rease in the pumping repetition rate leads to
the a umulation of ex itations, whi h be omes apparent at 77 K for a 0.5 Hz rate (PWO) (Fig. 6a). After
one of the laser pumping pulses, the IA relaxation to
the ground state is in omplete upon arrival of the next
pumping pulse. This leads to a subsequent in rease in
IA. After several ex itations at 3 Hz, the IA rea hes
240
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a pra ti ally onstant level (Fig. 6b). Upon shutting
o the ex itation, IA relaxation o urs with the de ay
time rel
140 s for the kineti tail (for PMO in the
same onditions, rel
100 s). Hen e, ontrol of the
pumping repetition rate and the number of pumping
pulses allows hanging the IA relaxation time by more
than two orders of magnitude. Taking into a ount
that the inverse opti al transmission of the rystals exeeds 5055 at the pump intensity 50100 GW/ m2
and the rystals at 2PA be ame opaque in the visible (523, 633 nm) spe tral range, an opti al shutter
is obtained with a variable shutting time over a wide
temporal range.
A possibility of a reation of the population inversion under 2PA attra ts the attention for further investigations. Creation of lasers with two-quantum transitions was proposed for the rst time by Prokhorov
(Nobel Prize le ture, 1964) [19℄. In the studied rystals, after 2PA and fast multiphonon relaxation to the
ex ited relaxed state, the population inversion ould
arise. Along with 2PA, the pro ess of two-step interband absorption with tunable pi ose ond laser exitation an fa ilitate the reation of population inversion. After two-step absorption with rst one-photon
resonant ex itation, fast ex itation relaxation to a relatively long-lived metastable level should o ur. We
note that we observed an intense blue lumines en e in
the studied ZWO, PWO, and PMO rystals ex ited by
2PA at 300 K and 77 K. The above ee t of a umulation of the ex itations should ontribute to the reation
of the population inversion.
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